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Heaven -Eradicating Sect’s Lord about the fruit, but since you’ve already 
picked it, then so be it.” “Dahlia, wait here for me. 

I must find a place somewhere around here to cultivate,” said James before 
quickly leaving her behind. 

“This guy…” Dahlia frowned exasperatedly. 

‘Shouldn’t he return to the Soul Realm to rescue my villagers? Why is he 
suddenly leaving to cultivate?’ thought Dahlia. 

However, she had no choice but to wait for him since James had already left. 

James held the Fruit of Life and appeared on a spiritual mountain somewhere 
in the Space Race’s domain. 

The Empyrean Spiritual Energy there was plentiful. 

Amanor stood at the top of the spiritual mountain. 

James directly approached the manor’s gate. 

A woman wearing a white dress suddenly walked out of the manor. 

As soon as she exited, she was sent flying by a powerful force, and she 
crashed into the ground far away. 

She stood up and turned toward her manor. 

She discovered that a powerful formation had encompassed her home, and 
she could not enter anymore. 

Yaelina Saberton could not dissolve the mysterious formation set up around 
her manor. 

She was rendered speechless that she was locked outside of her own home. 

Moreover, she did not even see who had hit her earlier. 

“What just happened?” Yaelina was struck speechless. 



James entered the manor and immediately set up a formation to prevent 
anyone from disturbing him. 

Karglain and the other humans were waiting for him to save them. 

To speed up the cultivation process, he set up a time formation. 

James sat in a lotus position inside the yard of the manor. 

He looked at the fruit in his hands. 

The Fruit of Life contained ephemeral Life Power. 

Just holding the fruit, James could sense powerful vitality seeping into his 
body from his palms. 

The power nourished his body. 

His bloodline power was improved tremendously. 

“Huff.” James took a deep breath. 

“The Life Power coming from this fruit is spectacular! If I absorb all of its 
energy, I’ll definitely be able to reach the Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage 
or further.” James had been in the Omniscience Path’s Sixth Stage for a long 
time. 

He was beside himself with excitement. 

He quelled his emotions and tried to calm himself down. 

After he had calmed down, he casually waved his hand. 

The Fruit of Life floated into the air and hovered above his head. 

He began to activate his cultivation method to absorb the Fruit of Life’s power. 

The Fruit of Life emitted white light which bathed James. 

James’ pores stretched open and hungrily absorbed the Fruit of Life’s power. 

Its power flowed into his body, and his Blood Energy churned. 



His bones began to mutate, producing crackling sounds. 

James’ body was being enhanced. 

His physical strength, bloodline power, and his aura kept improving rapidly. 
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together to limit the Human Race’s cultivation potential. 

As a result, humans could only reach the Omniscience Path’s Third Stage. 

James successfully stepped into the Omniscience Path’s Fourth Stage with 
Thea’s help. 

Then, he obtained the Light of Acme in the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone and 
reached the Fifth and Sixth Stages. 

Since then, his physical strength grew at a glacial rate, and James felt like 
there was not much progress. 

Now that he had the Fruit of Life, he was hopeful he could reach new heights. 

His Blood Energy roiled, and his bone structure began to change. 

At the same time, his muscle cells broke apart and reformed themselves 
repeatedly. 

Throughout the process, his physical strength increased gradually. 

James was going through a transformation. 

Time passed minute by minute. 

James’ strength had grown significantly. 

He slowly refined the Fruit of Life’s power. 

James sat motionlessly in a lotus position in the manor’s yard. 

Eventually, he had completely absorbed the fruit’s power. 



His body hovered over ten meters from the ground and emitted a white light. 

The light formed a dazzling halo around him. 

He was still absorbing more of the fruit’s power. 

More of his potential had been unlocked through its nourishment. 

His acupoints released magical power, strengthening every part of his body. 

His physical strength and aura had skyrocketed. 

Many powerhouses had gathered at the highest peak of the Space Race’s 
territory. 

They looked in awe at the spiritual mountain James was cultivating at. 

“It’s been thirty thousand years.” Haestra looked at the mountain in the 
distance. 

When he saw the white light shining from the mountain, and the powerful aura 
coming from it, he could not help but marvel. 

“James’ aura is constantly growing stronger. 

By sensing his aura alone, I can tell he has already reached the Omniscience 
Path’s Seventh Stage.” One of the Space Race’s Elders said, “The Seventh 
Stage? That’s amazing. 

During the Primordial Realm Era, someone that reached the Omniscience 
Path’s Seventh Stage would already be considered an unmatched 
powerhouse.” Haestra responded, “Indeed. 

The Omniscience Path’s Sixth Stage has the strength equivalent to a Nine- 
Power Macrocosm Ancestral God. 

Reaching the Seventh Stage would put him on par with a Quasi Acmean.” 
“After the battle in the Primordial Realm, the Human Race was almost 
completely wiped out. 

It was not until a long time later that the Heaven – Eradicating Sect appeared. 

Even then, their sect had no notable powerhouses. 



I wasn’t expecting a human to have overcome all the limitations and reached 
the Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage.” “Indeed. 

If he were to enter the Omniscience Path’s Eighth Stage, he would be 
equivalent to an Acmean. 

If he did that, the Human Race would be able to make a comeback and 
stabilize its position in the Greater Realms. 

James emitted a powerful aura. 

The Space Race’s powerhouses figured out his current strength from his aura. 

Dahlia, who was in the main hall with them, also buzzed with anticipation. 

James was the first human ever to reach the Omniscience Path’s Seventh 
Stage since the destruction of the Primordial Realm Era. 

Although the Heaven -Eradicating Sect’s Leader was powerful, he did not 
cultivate the normal Paths that humans did. 

Instead, he adopted a different kind of cultivation system. 

Regardless of the cultivation system one followed, the Acme Rank was 
always the end goal. 

They could take different paths, but the destination was the same. 

James had completely absorbed the Fruit of Life’s power in the manor. 

The Fruit of Life helped him make another breakthrough, and he was now at 
the Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage. 

His Blood Energy stopped roiling, and his acupoints also closed up. 

He stopped cultivating, stood up, and stretched his muscles. 

Crack! As soon as he moved, his bones creaked. 

James smiled after sensing the powerful force in his physical body. 
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Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage and I’m now stronger than a Nine- Power 
Macrocosm Ancestral God Rank. 

I’ve also reached the Quasi Acme Rank.” James took a deep breath. 

Practicing the Omniscience Path was extremely arduous. 

He only managed to reach the Seventh Stage after putting in so much effort 
and taking so much time. 

According to what James knew, the highest stage in the Omniscience Path is 
the Ninth Stage. 

One such person who had reached the Omniscience Path’s Ninth Stage was 
Haestra. 

No one in Greater Realms was capable of killing him. 

The most they could do was seal him off somewhere. 

James dispersed his aura and undid the formation. 

He pushed open the gate and walked out of the manor. 

As he walked outside, he saw a voluptuous woman standing before him and 
glaring at him furiously. 

James scratched his head and asked, “What’s the matter? Is there something 
I can do for you?” “You!!!” Yaelina exploded with anger. 

“You waltzed in and occupied my manor without my permission, and you have 
the nerve to ask me what’s the matter?” James immediately realized what had 
happened. 

He turned around and looked at the manor behind him. 

He smiled awkwardly and said, “I’m so sorry.” At that moment, the Space 
Race’s Lord and some elders approached them. 

Haestra immediately interrupted her, “Don’t be rude, Yaelina.” Yaelina 
immediately greeted him respectfully, “My Lord.” Then, she glared at James, 



saying, “He squatted inside my manor for thousands of years without my 
consent. 

Moreover, he practically evicted me out of my own home! How is a simple 
apology enough?” Haestra waved his hand and said, “That’s enough. 

You’re dismissed for now. 

Let me handle this.” Yaelina stood in place and continued to glare daggers at 
James. 

Haestra looked at James and addressed him brightly. 

“Please don’t mind her rude behavior. 

Congratulations on stepping into the Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage.” 
“Why are you protecting an outsider, Lord Haestra?” Yaelina immediately 
expressed her dissatisfaction. 

Haestra immediately admonished her, “Leave!” Yaelina was startled by him 
raising his voice. 

After a brief moment of shock, she quietly turned around and left. 

The elders who were more experienced understood how remarkable it was for 
humans to break through the Omniscience Path’s Third Stage and reach the 
Seventh Stage. 

James would have already stepped into the Ninth Stage if the Omniscience 
Path had not been tampered with and subdued by the Ten Great Races. 

He would be like Soren, undefeatable and invincible. 

After Yaelina departed, Haestra’s expression softened, and he said 
apologetically, “I’m deeply ashamed of her disrespectful conduct. 

Pardon her indiscretion.” James did not take any offence at all. 

After all, he was the one that inconvenienced her. 

Dahlia hurriedly said, “Let’s get going, James! Grandpa is still waiting for us to 
save him!” She had been waiting for tens of thousands of years. 



She was beside herself with worry this whole time, concerned about her 
grandfather’s wellbeing. 

Now that James was done cultivating and enhancing his strength, they stood 
a better chance at breaking him out. 

“Alright.” James nodded slightly. 

James did not expect to stumble upon such a great boon and opportunity in 
the Space Realm. 

He came to the Space Realm in search of Balchae. 

He never expected to acquire the Fruit of Life and to step into the 
Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage using its power. 

Now, his physical strength was on par with a Quasi Acmean. 

However, he was slightly more powerful than a regular Quasi Acmean 
because he had pure physical strength. 

“Goodbye, Lord Haestra.” After James bid farewell to the Space Race’s Lord, 
he left with Dahlia. 

The Space Race’s Lord and several elders watched as the two left. 

After the two were out of sight, Haestra said, “The reign of the Ten Great 
Races might be coming to an end. 

Soon, the Human Race will rise and claim the seat of the strongest race. 

In fact, they might even become the rulers of the Greater Realms.” At that 
moment, an elder said, “Aren’t you thinking too highly of this kid? He’s only 
reached the Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage.” 
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Seventh Stage was powerful, it was particularly impressive in the Greater 
Realms. 



A respected Space Race elder commented, “Although he’s only at the 
Seventh Stage, he managed to do so while the Omniscience Path is being 
restrained. 

It must be unimaginably difficult.” Many of the Space Race’s Elders gathered 
together and shared their opinions on James. 

Meanwhile, James and Dahlia had already left the Space Realm. 

The two headed back to the Soul Realm and promptly arrived in the Chaos 
outside of the Soul Realm. 

Somewhere in the Chaos, Dahlia released Balchae. 

Balchae’s cultivation base was still sealed, and he had not regained 
consciousness. 

Dahlia looked at James and asked, “How should we deal with him? Should we 
kill him or keep him alive?” James said, “We don’t have to kill him just yet. 

He might have a soul lamp in the Hopeless City. 

Once he dies, the soul lamp will extinguish. 

If that happens, my cover will be blown if I’m going around with his identity.” 
Dahlia replied, “Alright.” Ever since James stepped into the Omniscience 
Path’s Seventh Stage, Dahlia’s attitude toward James had changed 
drastically. 

She gradually began to trust in James’ allegiance towards humans. 

James looked at the unconscious Balchae, stretched out his hand, and 
poured some power into Balchae’s body. 

The power seeped into Balchae’s soul. 

“Abhi Suddenly, Balchae woke up and gasped in pain. 

James had used the Soul Search Art, a Supernatural Power he learned from 
the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone. 

It was a depraved technique used to search through the soul of a living being. 



It could gather all information about a living being through soul sigils. 

However, it had extremely adverse effects on the soul of a living being. 

“Argh!!! Kill me! Just kill me already! James used the Supernatural Power to 
search Balchae’s soul. 

Blue veins popped up all over Balchae’s face as it distorted in pain. 

At the same time, blood began to trickle out of his scalp. 

In that short moment, James had obtained everything he needed to know 
about Balchae’s life. 

Immediately after, he dispersed the Soul Search Art’s power. 

Balchae was relieved from the agony and slumped down weakly in the space 
of the Chaos. 

James looked at Dahlia and ordered her, “You should stay here in the Chaos. 

Don’t enter the Soul Realm. 

I’ll go there myself.” Dahlia knew there were countless powerhouses in the 
Hopeless City. 

At her current cultivation rank, she would not be able to support him properly. 

Instead, she might become a burden to James. 

She looked at James and pleaded, “You must help me save Grandpa, Bruce, 
and the other villagers.” James nodded and said, “I’ll do my best.” After 
speaking, James adopted Balchae’s appearance and used a special 
cultivation method to alter his aura. 

At that moment, his aura resembled Balchae’s. 

Although he could not completely transform his soul aura, he could change 
the aura of his power. 

After James disguised himself as Balchae, he inflicted some injuries on 
himself and hurriedly dragged his wounded body to the Soul Realm. 



James appeared outside the gate of Mount Carslegh. 

As soon as he reached the gate, he collapsed on the ground. 

His sudden appearance attracted the attention of the guards at Mount 
Carslegh. 

“It’s Balchae!” “How did he get hurt?” “Quick, bring him inside.” A few guards 
quickly carried James into Mount Carslegh. 

James was lifted onto bed in a courtyard house on Mount Carslegh. 

He lay down weakly as a middle-aged man examined his injuries. 

The middle-aged man wore a gray robe. 

He had white eyebrows and a mysterious black half-moon mark between his 
eyebrows. 

It was very eye-catching and strange. 

“What happened to you?” The man frowned. 
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said weakly, “Master, I led an army to the Space Realm as you’ve ordered. 

However, their mountain formation is incredibly powerful. 

I haven’t been able to break through it despite attacking it for a long time. 

Ultimately, the Doom Race’s Great Elder, Youri, appeared and wiped out our 
soldiers. 

He let me go only after I told him I was from the Soul Race. 

However, he also wounded me.” James began trying to stir conflict between 
the Soul and Doom Races. 

The Doom Race was currently the strongest among the Ten Great Races. 

Even the Ursa and Soul Race were slightly weaker than them. 



“T understand. 

You should rest at ease. 

I’ll personally report this matter to the City Lord.” Waspen left after saying a 
few words. 

James closed his eyes and began to rest. 

Since he inflicted the injuries on himself using his Chaos Power, he could 
quickly recover from them whenever he wanted. 

Waspen went to meet the City Lord, Hutchin. 

In the hall of Mount Carslegh’s main peak, Hutchin sat in the highest seat. 

Waspen stood below him and relayed the information he had heard from 
James. 

“It’s that damned Doom Race again.” Hutchin scowled angrily. 

The Doom Race had interfered with the Soul Race’s affairs before. 

Now, they were inserting themselves into the Space Race’s affairs. 

Hutchin did not report the last incident to the higher-ups since it was a 
complicated situation. 

If he had reported the incident, it would have worsened the relationship 
between the two races. 

However, this time, he felt it was necessary to inform his higher- ups. 

This was mostly because he had received news about the Doom Race’s 
Great Elder, Youri, obtaining the Cloud Race’s key. 

Since the Doom Race had acquired the key from the Cloud Race, they were 
definitely scheming to obtain the Soul Race’s key as well. 

Hutchin suspected the Doom Race had made an agreement with the Human 
Race and was planning to take over the Greater Realms. 

It was a known fact that the Doom Race had great ambitions. 



After Hutchin heard Waspen’s reports, he could not overlook the matter any 
longer. 

He immediately left Mount Carslegh and headed to the Soul Race’s 
headquarters, Mount Soul. 

Hutchin arrived in Mount Soul and reported everything he knew. 

“Alright, I understand. 

You’re dismissed.” The Soul Race’s Great Elder waved his hand lightly and 
dismissed Hutchin. 

“Also, the person that killed Saturio has been captured and is currently being 
detained in Mount Carslegh’s dungeon. 

How should I deal with him?” Hutchin asked respectfully. 

The Great Elder answered nonchalantly, “That’s Tobias’ business. 

You can just leave it to him.” “Alright.” Hutchin nodded. 

Although Hutchin was also an elder of the Soul Race, his status was nothing 
compared to the Great Elder. 

The Soul Race’s Great Elder was a supreme powerhouse that had reached 
the Acme Rank. 

Saturio’s grandfather, Tobias, was also a highly ranked elder since he was 
also an Acmean. 

In fact, Hutchin had already received an order from Tobias. 

He was asked to disseminate rumours about them capturing humans to lure 
out even more members of the Heaven -Eradicating Sect. 

By doing so, he could capture all of them and avenge his grandson. 

Since Hutchin had come to see the Great Elder, he reported the incident to 
avoid being accused of siding with Tobias. 

Hutchin promptly left the main hall. 



The Great Elder left to meet the Soul Race’s Lord in their restricted area. 

The Doom Race’s Great Elder seemed to be causing trouble everywhere and 
this seemed like a bad premonition. 

They could not afford to be careless and would need to proceed carefully. 

Meanwhile, James quietly lay down in bed and rested. 

One of Balchae’s confidants told him about the situation of Mount Carslegh. 

The confidant was also a Lernaean Hydra and had been raised by Balchae. 

He was also the deputy leader of Mount Carslegh. 

From the confidant, James learned that Karglain was still alive. 

Bruce also survived the previous intense battle. 

However, his condition was terrible and he was at death’s doorstep. 

 


